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Last year in early Q1, the high yield market was reeling
from a miserable Q4’15, led by the energy and commodity
sectors and culminating in a risk-off approach to all
credit assets. The high yield market was trading as if a
recession could be in the offing with spreads widening
to 706bps by the end of 2016, flirting dangerously close
to the 800bps level that has historically portended
even higher spreads and a potential recession. In fact,
by January of 2016, CCC spreads were already pricing
a typical recessionary scenario. However, March 2016
proved to be the big inflection point, and the high yield
market has not looked back since. For a fleeting moment,
March 2017 looked to be another inflection point but
this time potentially reversing the impressive rally of the
high yield market over the past 14 months. High yield
market prices sold off close to two points through the
beginning of March (fueled by the largest withdrawals
since December 2015) but then quickly recouped twothirds of that price drop by the end of the month. Still,
March was the first negative return month (-0.22%) since
January 2016.
Overall, the high yield market had another solid quarter
with a 2.7% return (Barclays Bloomberg), despite the
modest setback in March. In what has been a familiar
refrain of late, CCC quality credits were the biggest
winners (+4.66%), followed by B rated credits at +2.53%,
and then BBs, posting a +2.06% return. This cadence
of returns by quality has largely reflected the risk-on
theme employed since March of 2016. CCC spreads
have now rallied to within 325bps of B-rated spreads.
Historically, they have gotten as tight as 150bps in the
rich days of early 2007. Although we are not advocating
for 2007 level spreads, we do believe there is more room
for CCC credits to outperform in the near-term with
support from an economic backdrop of continuing low
rates and pro-growth fiscal policies. High yield market
spreads continued to grind tighter during the quarter,
decreasing from 442bps to 412bps, once again pushing

the average bond price above par ($100.9). In Q1 the
CCC index average price rose an impressive 4 points to
$95, versus a low of $71.6 posted in January 2016. With
both BB and B-rated credits now trading on average well
above par, there are now few areas to gain additional
price appreciation other than CCC’s and distressed debt.
As the high yield market briefly broke through the
400bp spread level in February, issuers came out of the
woodwork in March. Despite facing relatively sharp
withdraws ($9.0b) during March from high yield retail
funds, the high yield market absorbed one of the heaviest
new issue months in recent memory, pricing $42.6b in
US$ bonds (75% for refinancing purposes). In fact, the
March US$ refinancing activity modestly exceeded the
prior record set in September 2012. Overall, high yield
issuers were clearly taking advantage of strong investor
appetite to lock-in attractive long term rates. YTD US$
high yield new issuance now stands at approximately
$97b versus $51b in 2016 (source: J.P. Morgan), although
net new issuance YOY (excluding redemptions) was
relatively flat.
The economic backdrop continues to favor investment
in high yield despite the elongated rally. Default rates
(trailing 12 months) through March continue to be
benign at 2.51%, down from the May 2016 peak of 4.89%,
and a negligible .64% when excluding commodity
credits. Most importantly, high yield issuer average
revenue and EBITDA growth trends in Q4 of 2016 showed
the highest positive YOY increases (+4.2% and +5.2%,
respectively) over the last two years (source: JPMorgan
Credit Strategy Weekly Update dated 3/31/2017). As a
result, we would not be surprised at all to see the market
test post-recession spread lows over coming quarters.
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